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The Age of Terrorism Media 

The Visual Narratives of the Islamic State Group’s Dabiq Magazine 

 
The 2003 invasion of Iraq destabilized much of the Middle East region, leading to the rise 

of opposition and religious militant groups, and eventually spawned terrorism that led to 

the self-declaration of the IS group in Iraq and Syria (so-called ISIS/ISIL or DAESH) in 

summer 2014. Since then many of us have tried to cope with the graphic visuals of this 

militant organization, such as images of beheadings (Friis, 2015; 2018). However, the 

reality of the visual narratives the IS group has produced is far more complex than has 

been highlighted in the mainstream media. The group’s communication strategy was 

actually committed to using soft power to focus on a positive image of an idealistic 

‘Caliphate’ (or an Islamic realm) (Aly et al., 2017; Winter, 2015). 

The IS group designed a professional communication campaign relying on a 

sophisticated understanding of the modern media and networked communication. It 

managed to create a decentralized media system that was responsible for producing a 

huge amount of material inside and outside of its wilayat (provinces). The group’s media 

apparatus functioned through its provincial-level media offices. One of several blogs 

supporting the group brags about this model, and the role of the media department in the 

Syrian city of Raqqa, the capital of the ‘Caliphate’,: 

It is the external & an important front of the Wilayah, working to transfer the 

course of events and keep up military developments and the means to provide 

media coverage of the activities of other government departments. It has 

established 15 informational points, which distribute media material in different 

places, working to deliver various information of different types of visual release 

within ISIS and publish the daily news (Ansarukhilafah, 2015)1. 
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The ubiquity of cellular technology alongside mainstream media allowed the IS 

group to disseminate displays of violence that played a defining role for the group’s 

global campaign (Grizzard, 2016; Friis, 2018). The extent of the group’s visual 

communication strategy and how it has evolved has been insufficiently understood both 

inside and outside the Middle East, in part due to ‘a singular fascination by the media and 

some researchers with IS group’s most grotesque acts or messaging…’ (Zelin, 2015).  

Furthermore, what is truly significant about the group’s media campaign is that 88 

percent of what it produces is visual (See Zelin, 2015). The current study examines the 

role of photographs published in one of the IS group's official magazine, Dabiq, in 

framing the group’s visual narratives and how these narratives changed over time. The 

English-language magazine Dabiq aimed both to endorse and to sell the new ‘Caliphate’ 

as a credible and idealistic entity (Grizzard, 2016). This study analyzes the themes, 

objectives and strategic messages the group sought to communicate to the world. This is 

critical because failure to understand the complete gamut of the group’s communication 

strategy in the context of the digital media environment undermines our ability to defeat 

it.  

There is limited quantitative research examining the visual information produced 

by terrorist groups over time. My analysis aims to fill this gap while enriching the current 

scholarship on visual communication and global terrorism. This visual analysis - which is 

part of a larger project that examines the overall strategic communication of the IS group 

- discusses the new trends in terrorism media and incorporates new ways to 

operationalize visual framing with specific emphasis on three dimensions: themes (war, 

brutality, mercy, victimhood, belonging or utopianism); objectives (to inform, frighten, 
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unite or solicit support from the viewers); and core messages (political, religious or 

social). 

Terrorism Media: Inside the ‘Caliphate’ 

Seib and Janbek (2011) explain communication is at the heart of terrorism and that with 

the advance in technology terrorist groups have used the Internet as a communication 

medium since the 1990s. Indeed, as emerging technologies and social media platforms 

continue to evolve, we have witnessed a shift in the way terrorist groups are 

disseminating information. Some of these groups, whose foundations and raisons d'être 

are so anti-West, have adopted Western media management and techniques in delivering 

its messages, and this has spurred a wave of literature devoted to analyzing it (Altheide 

2009; Aly and Macdonald, 2016; Aly et al. 2017; Carruthers, 2011; Fahmy, 2019; 

Farwell 2014; Friis, 2015; 2018; Kavoori and Fraley, 2006; Freedman and Thussu, 2011; 

Hoffman, 2006; Nacos 1996; Youngs, 2009).  Most recently, attention has focused on the 

IS group’s extensive use of social networking (Farewell, 2014). IS has used Twitter, 

Facebook and Instagram to expand reach and influence (Aly et al., 2017). The group has 

used an official IS Arabic-language Twitter app called The Dawn of Glad Tidings (Fagr 

El-Basha’er in Arabic), which gathered a large amount of personal data and was used to 

magnify Twitter messages (Berger, 2014). The group also has used organized hashtag 

campaigns that allowed hundreds and sometimes thousands of IS activists at certain times 

of day to repeatedly tweet hashtags so that they trend on the social network (Berger, 

2014; Farewell, 2014). Perhaps more importantly, the group used a communication 

campaign that included high quality publications and video production, as well as press 

releases and sites with multimedia features that include audio, pictures, posters and 
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games. An article in the Atlantic explains: ‘... it’s important to recognize that these 

activities [ISIS’s use of social media] are supported by sophisticated online machinery. 

ISIS does have legitimate support online… and it owes a lot of that support to a 

calculated campaign that would put American social-media-marketing gurus to 

shame’ (Berger, 2014). 

What is new and significant about IS's communication strategy is the public 

visibility and the global spectacle that it has created. While the IS group has introduced a 

new dynamic in terrorism media, it is not a new form of media, but rather a 

transformation of how it offers an alternative and uncensored view of the world through a 

visual display of mixing narratives of brutal violence (i.e. public displays of beheadings) 

and utopian idealism (Friis, 2015; 2018; Farewell, 2014; Aly et al, 2017).  Nissen (2015) 

explains that IS mixed techniques from professional film production with modern cross-

media marketing strategies, managed to launch a more public and immersive spectacle 

across media platforms. Inside the ‘Caliphate’, media equipment, including video 

cameras and computers, regularly arrived from Turkey. They were then delivered to a 

media division, which was led by skillful foreigners, most of whom have production 

expertise based on their previous jobs in media and technology related companies (Miller 

and Mekhennet, 2015). Interviews with more than a dozen IS group defectors revealed 

that senior media operatives were immediately engaged in the group’s strategic decisions 

and were regarded as emirs (rulers/leaders) of similar rank to their military counterparts. 

These privileged men led hundreds of media professionals and enjoyed status, high 

salaries and good living arrangements. As one defector of the IS group explained:  

The media people are more important than the soldiers. Their monthly income is 
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higher. They have better cars. They have the power to encourage those inside to 

fight and the power to bring more recruits to the Islamic State (Miller and 

Mekhennet, 2015). 

 
Figure 1. Image from Dabiq magazine portraying a joyful moment in the ‘Caliphate’. 
 

 

 Pictures of young men throwing their arms around each other in brotherly 

gestures, portraying happiness and light-hearted moments of bonding inside the 

‘Caliphate’ were not random (see figure 1). Such images were framed to go viral and get 

picked up by major media outlets in the West and beyond. Zelin (2015) referred to these 

types of visuals as the Instagramification of the group’s media, one that is designed to 

charm younger audiences worldwide. This type of self-promotion is illustrative of the 

way the group engaged in its own distribution, while bypassing the traditional 

communication venues (i.e. dispatching videos to embassies or larger news stations) and 

presented their material to an audience in a more direct and interactive way (Aly et al, 
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2017; Friis, 2018; Zelizer, 2016). What is more, Western media often relied on the 

group’s material as a primary source, illustrating the group’s success in using traditional 

Western media as a disseminator of its products (Friis, 2018; Zelizer, 2016).  

The Group’s Transnational Magazines 

Notorious for the high-quality production and viral distribution of a large number of 

visual material addressing audiences worldwide, the IS group developed a unique 

communication strategy that earned it critical acclaim in the international community 

(Heck, 2017). At first, the vast majority of its official media releases were in Arabic2, but 

gradually the group launched several magazines in different languages to reach audiences 

beyond a specific language.  

The group launched the first edition of its English language magazine on July 5 

2014, entitled "Dabiq" – based on the town of Dabiq in Northern Syria, chosen to 

represent a key site in Muslim apocalypse in which Muslim and Christians will 

eventually fight.   The magazine was easily accessible online in PDF format. It 

represented the group’s effort to circulate English language propaganda of significant 

magnitude (Gambhir, 2014). Dabiq provided an alternative perspective ‘that is designed 

to shape its readership’s perceptions, polarize their support and drive their radicalization’ 

(Ingram, 2016, p. 458).  

Since the introduction of Dabiq, the group launched several quality transnational 

magazines in several languages. The production of these sophisticated magazines, which 

transcended state boundaries and communicated information across a number of different 

regions and media platforms, is significant not only in their content, but in their mere 

existence (Gambhir, 2014).  They demonstrate that a terrorist group can dedicate 
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substantial resources and effort to launch multiple media tools with global outreach to 

promote strategic goals. Shortly after introducing Dabiq, the IS group launched a 

Russian-language magazine named Istok (The Source) that targeted potential supporters 

from the Caucasus region (See figure 2). It launched another one in Turkish, titled 

Konstantiniyye – referring to Constantinople, which offered important clues to the 

group’s strategic vision of Turkey. And it also issued another magazine in French, Dar 

al-Salam (the House of Peace). Dabiq and its numerous cousins - including its 

replacement magazine, Rumiyah (Arabic for Rome) that was launched in September 2016 

following the loss of the town Dabiq to a military offensive in October 2016 - were 

polished, featuring professional productions that are prepared in an informative and 

engaging style (Dabiq, 2014). 

Figure 2. Image from the cover of the Russian-language magazine Istok. 
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 On average a 60-page glossy magazine, Dabiq paraded a large number of vivid 

colored pictures with text that provided readers across the globe with updates on the 

battlefield, religious commentary and reporting on the administration of the ‘Caliphate’. 

Dubiq aimed to communicate strategic narratives with both its enemies and potential 

supporters in the West (Gambhir, 2014). Dabiq captured the world’s attention with its 

trademark slick production, and enjoyed wide visual appeal, to the extent that some 

argued if the IS group were an airline, it would have been its in-flight magazine (Dabiq, 

2014). 

Literature Review & Theoretical Background 

As more audiences were confronted with this sophisticated media material, the 

group’s transnational magazines did not escape the attention of qualitative researchers. A 

few studies focused on how Dabiq magazine was used to develop and create a narrative 

identity (i.e. Heck, 2017, Ingram 2016; 2017; Winter 2015). Heck (2017) analyzed two 

articles in Dabiq and revealed insights about how the group legitimized its existence and 

justified terrorism based on identity narratives.  The group used radical theological 

discourse that separates the world into ‘real Muslims’ who support the Caliphate and 

infidels who deserve death (Heck, 2017). Ingram (2016; 2017) conducted case studies 

and argued that Dabiq provides an alternative perspective of the world. For example, the 

section “In the words of the enemy” features the views of the group’s opponents followed 

by a counter-narrative (See figure 3). Ingram explains the magazine strategically relied 

on in-group identity appeals and used a diverse array of messaging to lure its audiences. 
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Figure 3. Image from Dabiq magazine showing former President Obama portrayed as opponent 
of the IS group. 

 

 

The group’s heavy use of visuals also received some attention. One of the most 

remarkable phenomena has been the way the organization created a global spectacle of 

choreographed killings and gruesome videos of beheadings. Several researchers 

examined these videos and their wider impact. Auchter (2018), for example, traced how 

fear of the group’s beheadings videos entered into normalcy. Friis (2015) examined how 

these videos impact the political terrain and shape the public’s interpretation. However, 

the group’s public displays of violence were neither random brutality nor exceptional. 

Instead, they were facilitated by the group’s professional use of modern media (Friis, 

2018). The growing research devoted to the group’s media material, and the significance 

ascribed to its visual output, are illustrative of the ever more apparent importance of 

visual framing. 
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Visual Framing 

Visual framing is an organizing mechanism that contributes to our understanding of the 

world. From a theoretical perspective, the process involves the selection of images to 

guide a dominant narrative (Coleman, 2010; Entmann, 1993; Fahmy and Alkazemi, 2017; 

Fahmy, Bock and Wanta, 2014). Images are never neutral. Even if we agree that they are 

not staged, images still need to be selected to portray specific events and these images 

cannot portray the multifaceted reality we live in (Messaris and Abraham, 2001). Robert 

Entman’s definition of framing explains that to frame is to “select some aspects of a 

perceived reality and make them more salient in a communicating text, in such a way as 

to promote a particular problem definition, causal interpretation, moral evaluation, and/or 

treatment recommendation” (Entmann, 1993, p.52). Perhaps the easiest way to explain 

framing is as an attempt to present complex issues “efficiently and in a way that makes 

them accessible to lay audiences because they play to existing cognitive schemas” 

(Schufele and Tewksbury, 2007, p. 12).  

In the realm of visuals, the framing process is less obtrusive than framing in text. 

This is due to the convincing nature of photographs, their ability to mimic the appearance 

of the real world, and their ability to convey the impression that they are documentations 

of reality (Messaris and Abraham, 2001). Thus, visual content is a very effective tool for 

framing and articulating ideological narratives.  The power of visuals is so pervasive that 

some have equated images to weapons (Laustsen, 2008).  

Moreover, the power of visuals has been reinforced lately by the ease with which 

visuals are taken and distributed online. According to Friis (2015), visual 

interconnectivity across borders and digital media technologies have influenced not just 
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how war can be shown, but also who can successfully produce and disseminate visuals of 

war. Consider that following acts of terrorism by the IS group, most of us have relied on 

mass mediated accounts to learn about the news, in addition to professionally produced 

media accounts perpetuated by the group (Farwell, 2014). The IS group has engaged in 

its own distribution and staging of visual material on multiple online platforms (Zelizer, 

2016). This style of a mediated process has allowed information to be constructed 

rhetorically rather than personally (Zelizer, 1998). This could be troublesome because as 

Dauber (2001) explains, visuals are less obtrusive and we often accept them at face value 

rather than realize that they framed visual representations of reality. 

 
Analyzing Themes, Objectives and Messages 
 
A review of the visual framing literature suggests four levels of visual framing 

(Rodriguez and Dimitrova, 2011). The first level identifies visuals as denotative systems, 

in which visuals are basically described. This level answers the question of what or who 

is being portrayed in an image. The second level takes into account pictorial conventions 

including social distance (i.e. camera angle and focus), visual modality (i.e. color and 

depth) and subject behavior (i.e. poses and actions). The third level refers to the 

connotative systems in which the visual suggests ideas and concepts attached to it. 

Visuals as ideological representations is the fourth level that tackles how images are 

employed as powerful tools to shape public consciousness and understanding. The 

presence of these different levels of visual framing, as Rodriguez and Dimitrova (2011) 

argue, suggests the coding of both manifest and latent content that can be applied in 

analyzing any type of visual media material, including the visual content in Dabiq 

magazine. 
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To begin, it is beneficial to draw general guidelines from prior work that has 

examined the content of the group’s communications. While this area of study has 

received scholarly attention, most of it has been qualitative or normative in nature, with 

limited focus on visual content.  

One recent report on the group’s propaganda strategy (Winter, 2015) suggests the 

IS group uses six themes to boost its presence and advance its strategic goals: Brutality; 

Mercy; Victimhood; War; Belonging; and Utopianism, among which the key theme is 

promoting it as a utopia (See also Aly et al. 2017). The mercy and repentance theme 

suggests that any individual will always be forgiven for past affiliations upon joining the 

‘Caliphate’. The victimization theme, which is often used when brutal scenes are 

included, drives the narrative toward aggressor responsibility. For example, an IS group 

video usually includes images of victims and damage incurred as a result of enemy 

attacks, and are often juxtaposed to visuals of brutality to justify the organization’s 

retaliatory acts. This theme makes a compelling presentation in war-torn regions in the 

Arab World, and evidently it has been part of the organization's successful recruiting 

efforts in the Middle East and beyond (Winter, 2015). 

Another way the IS group sought to promote itself is through its focus on short-

and long-term strategic communication objectives. The report DAESH Information 

Campaign and Its Influence (NATO StratCom, 2015) suggests that the organization uses 

four categories to disseminate information that enhances the organization’s current 

effectiveness and future role towards creating a legitimate state. These objectives are to: 

Support; Unite; Frighten; and Inform and they are used to frame the group’s strategic 

narratives both online and offline. By using them, the report explains, the organization is 
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skilled at promoting itself, by regularly shifting foci based on current events in an effort 

to mobilize public support and gain additional legitimacy. 

Figure 4. Image from Dabiq magazine promoting the official Dinar currency of the IS group. 
 

 

The NATO StratCom Centre of Excellence (2015) suggests the group’s core 

communication messages should be divided into three main categories: Political, 

Religious, and Social. The first category, the NATO center explains, represents the 

organization’s aspiration to govern a real country. In pictorial terms, then, using political 

messaging could be in the portrayal of the flag of the IS group, its new currency, the 

‘Golden Dinar’ (See figure 4), and slogans promoting the creation of a new homeland for 

Muslims. The second category is religious messaging, one that promotes the 
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organization’s role to defend ‘true’ Islam and to defeat all those against the ‘Caliphate’. 

In fact, one might explain the choice of the name Dabiq based on religious messaging – 

referring audiences to the Islamic end-of-time prophecy in which Muslims Jihadists will 

defeat all Christians and ‘disbelievers’ in the city of Dabiq.  The last category is 

connected to social issues. In using this type of messaging the IS group disseminates 

information about brotherhood, prosperity and an ideal life. For example, messages 

visually offer youths, who feel neglected and unappreciated in the West, an idealized 

invitation to come and live in the ‘Caliphate’. Furthermore, the ‘Caliphate’ can be 

romanticized, as the fight for righteous religious beliefs is glorified as shown in figure 5. 

Figure 5. Image from Dabiq magazine portraying a romanticized picture of the ‘Caliphate’. 
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Research Questions 

Based on visual framing theory the present content analysis examined the role of Dabiq’s 

photographs in framing the overall group’s visual narratives. The work explored four 

main research questions: 

 
RQ1: What did the visual content of Dabiq depict? 
 

The first research question dealt with visuals as denotative systems by examining 

what or who is depicted. This included an examination of the location where an issue is 

depicted, and the gender and the role of individuals portrayed in a specific frame (if 

applicable). For example, were the majority of pictures depicting victorious images of 

pro-ISIS men within the group’s territory? Such images would emphasize a visual display 

of strength and authority and emphasize the promotion of a male-dominant ‘Caliphate,’ 

one that also highlights the group’s legitimacy and power. 

 
RQ2: How did Dabiq visually depict the group’s themes? 

The second research question dealt with visuals as connotative systems that imply 

specific themes. To answer this question, the content was analyzed based on the six 

themes developed by Winter (2015) and described above. These themes were adapted 

into units of pictorial analysis. For example, one of the themes coded is Brutality. The 

literature suggests that such a variable would be manifested in images of gore and 

suffering. Depicting a close-up image of blood creates a symbolic picture of cruelty and 

ferocity for who (or what) is being portrayed. Another theme measured is Belonging. If a 

group member is portrayed happy among others, the viewer would perceive this member 

as being welcomed and accepted in a community. Another theme is Utopianism, which is 
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the strongest and most successful theme according to Winter (2015). For example, when 

members of the IS group are portrayed in a place where everything appears to be serene 

and perfect, the image communicates an ideal environment within the ‘Caliphate’.  

RQ3a: How did Dabiq visually depict the group’s objectives?  

RQ3b: Did these objectives change over time? 

The third research question also dealt with visuals as connotative systems. Photos 

were analyzed based on the four objectives developed by NATO StratCom Centre of 

Excellence and described above. Analyzing these objectives is crucial in understanding 

the strategic methods used by the IS group to promote itself. These four objectives were 

adapted into units of pictorial analysis. For example, one objective coded is Unite. The 

literature suggests that such an objective would be manifested in images of camaraderie 

and brotherhood. For example, Figure 1 depicts two men smiling, implying friendliness 

and loyalty. Another objective measured is Frighten. For example, if an image shows 

people being thrown off rooftops or being burned alive, this connotes a sense 

apprehension and fear.  

Next, the study explored whether these objectives evolved over time. For 

example, it is possible that as the group doubled in territory, the percentage of pictures 

depicting Frighten, such as images of beheadings and gory attacks on adversaries, 

increased.  

RQ4: What were the core messages depicted in Dabiq magazine?  

The last research question dealt with visuals as ideological representations. 

Previous work identified three strategic messages in Dabiq (See NATO StratCom, 2015). 

To answer this question, photos were analyzed based on these three core messages: 
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Political, Religious and Social. These categories were then adapted into pictorial units of 

analysis. Each image could be coded only as political, religious or social. For example, if 

an image showed people reading the Quran, the image would be coded as Religious.  

Method 

 
Data Collection 

The dataset consisted of images selected from 12 issues of Dabiq magazine, starting July 

2014 – when the first issue of the magazine was published – through the end of 2015– 

when the last issue of the magazine was published during the timeframe of this project. 

To get a representative sample, the researcher used a systematic random sample and 

selected every other picture.  

 
Coding Items 

Overall, a total of 528 images were coded, with the unit of analysis being a single 

photograph. A detailed set of categories to choose from was developed and the main 

coder was instructed to code each photo for only one of these categories for each of the 

variables (or the ‘dominant’ option). Using clarifying information provided in 

accompanied articles (since images in Dabiq do not include captions), each photograph 

was coded according to the following eight variables: 

Issue. This category identified the issue of the magazine from which each picture was 

drawn. With this item, the study simply tracked the evolution of the group’s 

communication objectives. 

Location. This variable identified the region in which a particular image took place:  

inside the group’s claimed territory (e.g., Raqqa), or other locations outside (e.g., Paris). 

Age. Images were coded for age when people appeared in them (thus excluding images 
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that did not depict humans, such as images showing destroyed infrastructure, scenery or 

weaponry). For this variable, images were coded based on previous literature (See Fahmy 

and Neumann 2011) to identify the age group that dominated the action in a visual frame: 

Children, Adolescents or Adults3. 

Gender. This variable identified the gender that dominated the action in a visual frame: 

Males or Females. 

Role. Based on the actions visible in the image and the accompanying text, this variable 

identified the dominate three roles that individuals signified: ‘Pro-ISIS’, ‘Anti-ISIS’, 

‘Unidentified, individuals not shown or neutral’4.  

Themes. This variable identified the main theme that each image communicated based on 

Winter (2015). These existing themes represent an operational development of a 

conceptual framework that emulates grounded positions. This analysis thus expands the 

classification of these themes by operationalizing them into concrete pictorial patterns.  

Visuals were coded as Brutality (e.g. images of killings and torture); as Mercy (e.g. 

images suggesting that IS group will forgive you if you join); as Victimhood (e.g. images 

of dead children killed by the enemy); as War (e.g. portrayals of military gains; parades 

and flags); as Belonging (e.g. images suggesting unity and brotherhood); or as 

Utopianism (e.g. images of happiness and serenity in the ‘Caliphate’).  Each of these 

categories was mutually exclusive. In other words, each image could be included in one 

of these six categories only. 

Objectives. This variable identified the strategic objective that each image 

communicated. Objectives were based on findings of NATO StratCom  (2015). Visuals 

were coded as Support (e.g. showing followers and supporters; fighters enlisting in the 
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ranks of the IS group; individuals pledging allegiance to the ‘Caliphate’; as Unite (e.g. 

showing images of unification and inspiration including ones of camaraderie and 

brotherhood; images of backing the organization around the globe); as Frighten (e.g. 

images showing beheadings; portrayals of assassinations); or as Inform (e.g. images that 

inform about anti-ISIS coalition causalities and failures; images about successes of the 

organization and of territorial conquests). Similar to the above, each of these categories 

was mutually exclusive and each image could be included in one of these four categories 

only. 

Messages. This category identified the core messages that each image communicated 

(See NATO StratCom, 2015). Visuals were coded as Political (e.g. images of the flag of 

the IS group and slogans promoting the creation of the ‘Caliphate’ as the only one true 

Muslim country); as Religious (e.g. images of men belonging to the IS group fighting to 

defend Islam and issues related to duty and jihad); or as Social (e.g. images about 

brotherhood, prosperity and an ideal life; growth and progress in the ‘Caliphate’, 

including agriculture, social responsibility and employment; romanticizing the fight for 

righteous religious beliefs). Again, each of these categories was mutually exclusive. 

Moving beyond the manifest and connotative meanings, patterns among these ideological 

messages were clear. For example, the photographs showing the group’s official 

currency, seemed to tell a different story than photographs depicting brotherhood. 

The Coding Process and Intercoder Reliability 

A native Arab speaker manually coded all 528 photos included in the data set. The choice 

of this coder was important to understand the context of each photograph, as related to 

the level of cultural complexity required to code the visual content and reliably decipher 
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all of the variables analyzed.  

A second coder, with American, Middle Eastern and European backgrounds, 

coded about 10 percent (53 images). For all of the variables, the rate of agreement by 

chance was higher than 0.88 using Scott’s Pi (Scott, 1955). Further, reliability checks for 

all variables yielded acceptable agreement levels according to Neuendorf (2003). 

Specifically, for issue, the rate of agreement was 1.0. For age, agreement was 0.95. For 

role, agreement was 0.88. For gender, agreement was 0.98. For location, agreement was 

0.82. For theme, agreement was 0.83. For objective, agreement was 0.82. For message, 

the agreement was .81.   

Results  

The first research question asked about the visual content Dabiq magazine depicted. An 

in-depth look at the magazine’s photographs reveals that the organization regularly 

followed traditional news media outside the ‘Caliphate’. It then framed the narrative to 

portray its supporters as competent and virtuous winners, while showing its opponents as 

inadequate or deviant for pursuing a less fruitful path, a finding echoed by Gambhir 

(2014). By doing so, the IS group carefully attempted to use its official transnational 

media outlet Dabiq to exploit the news in such a way so as to promote the ‘Caliphate’ 

and to restore Islam to a seventh-century context that would ultimately bring about the 

apocalypse.  

A perfect example is illustrated in the image of the Syrian lifeless child Alan 

Kurdi on a Turkish beach that stirred public outrage and embarrassed political leaders 

worldwide. As shown in figure 6, while the picture was widely disseminated in 

mainstream media, the magazine published the same image with embedded text, 
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emphasizing a narrative focusing on the danger of abandoning the territory of the IS 

group and therefore indirectly emphasizing an appeal of staying in or migrating to the 

protected new ‘Caliphate’.  

Figure 6. Image from Dabiq showing the iconic image of Alan Kurdi, the young Syrian 
boy dead on the beach. 

 

 

The inclusion of this picture in Dabiq is indeed noteworthy because, contrary to 

common expectations, the magazine’s focus on images of children was minimal at best. 

The analysis here showed that in terms of age, only three percent of all of the images 

analyzed depicted children (16 images) and less than one percent depicted adolescents. 

The vast majority of the photographs focused overwhlemingly on images of adults. 

In terms of gender, males greatly outnumbered females, with less than one percent 

showing any images of women (5 images). This was to be expected because women of 

the IS group are almost erased from public view and are mainly kept behind closed doors. 

Regarding location, the picture is a very different one from that conveyed in 

mainstream media. While we get the impression that the organization is active in many 

locations worldwide, photographs analyzed suggests that almost 8 in 10 pictures (78.2 

percent) depict activities within the territory of the IS group in Iraq and Syria. 

In examining the main characters portrayed, current literature suggests a main 
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goal of the magazine was to justify the group’s authority and military strategy and to 

argue against the oppostion (Gambhir, 2014). Not surprisingly, results here showed 

almost half of the pictures analyzed focused on the portrayal of pro-IS group supporters 

(45.5 percent), followed by Western opponents of the group, such as former President 

Barak Obama, with less than one-fourth (18.8 percent) of all images analyzed.  In the 

remaining pictures, individuals were not shown, were portrayed as neutral or their 

affiliation could not be identified (mainly because the images in Dabiq do not include 

captions).  

Figure 7. Image from Dabiq portraying information about healthcare in the IS group. 
 

 
 

Having ascertained an overall understanding of the visual content, the second 

research question asked how the magazine visually depicted different themes. As 
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illustrated in Graph 1, more than half of the images analyzed here were visuals that 

portray the theme of War (53 percent) – military parades and gains; tanks, guns, etc. 

About one-third, or 31.5 percent, showed Utopianism – images showing pristine nature; 

happiness, and serenity in the ‘Caliphate’; providing healthcare and education; caring for 

the orphans; establishing Sharia courts and implementing punishments (See figure 7), or 

Belonging – fighters relaxing; camaraderie, unity and brotherhood. Brutality – death, 

killing and torture – which the mainstream media have been fixated on – was shown in 

only 13.8 percent, or slightly more than one-tenth of all of the images analyzed. Finally, 

images of Mercy – forgiveness and repentance and images of Victimhood – fatalities and 

damage incurred by enemy’s attacks – were least evident, with a total of 1.7 percent 

combined. 

Graph 1. Frequency and percentages of themes represented in images of Dabiq magazine from 
July 2014 to November 2015 (N=528) 

 

 The subsequent research questions asked about the objectives portrayed in Dabiq 

and whether these objectives evolved over time. As demonstrated in previous literature, 

the continuous dissemination of images with the purpose of framing the IS group in a 
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way that aligns with its strategic objectives is integral to the group’s activity. In this 

study, results of a statistical analysis examining the use of objectives – to Inform, 

Frighten, Unite or Solicit Support – over time, showed significant relationships between 

objectives, and a timeline of noteworthy events (χ²= 128.48, p<.000). Issues emphasized 

the objective to Unite when the IS group was confronted with a potentially dangerous 

adversary, such as in October 2014 when the US-led ‘Operation Inherent Resolve’ (the 

Combined Joint Task Force) was formed. The images during this period emphasized 

unification and inspiration, including ones showing camaraderie and brotherhood and 

images of backing the organization around the globe. 

  
Graph 2. A timeline showing the visual coverage in Dabiq magazine across strategic objectives 
from July 2014 to November 2015 (N=528). 
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As shown in graph 2, focusing on images that Inform, including ones that update 

on anti-ISIS coalition causalities and failures, and images about successes of the 

organization and of its territorial conquests, dropped in October 2014. During this time 

the IS group primarily shifted its focus on publishing significantly more images to unite. 

These images increased from 18.5 percent in the first issue in summer 2014 to more than 

40 percent in the issue following the formation of the CJTF (See figure 8). 

Figure 8. Image from Dabiq magazine showing unity in the ‘Caliphate’. 
 

 

Generally, however, and as the ‘Caliphate’ doubled the size of its territory, the 

percentage of visuals aimed to Inform increased, from 25.9 percent in summer 2014 to 

74.6 percent in fall 2015.  This pattern is one of a group increasingly confident of its 

permanence. 
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A closer examination reveals images that aim to Frighten, such as images of 

beheadings and portrayals of assassinations were also emphasized in early 2015 when the 

organization claimed to smuggle 4,000 militants into the European Union.  The analysis 

also shows a clear pattern regarding such images over time. For the most part, it is clear 

that the IS group did not aim to achieve a monopoly on disseminating images of violence. 

Further, my analysis here shows that images that Frighten decreased over time (with the 

exception of the November 2015 issue) –  from 44.4 percent when the first issue was 

launched in summer 2014 to a mere 6.8 percent in fall 2015. It would have made sense 

that the organization would have continued to use graphic visuals of violence to promote 

its projection of power. But, it did not. 

One potential explanation for this decrease could again be that as the IS group 

matured and settled, its intentions shifted from showing images of graphic brutality to 

images of establishing a viable state that offers citizens a functional authority, one that 

provides a variety of social services such as offering healthcare, helping the poor and 

collecting blood donations. Perhaps the group realized that frightening visuals could 

potentially backfire, particularly in forming negative attitudes toward it.  

Following the Paris attacks, however, the twelfth issue published in November 

2015 marked a significant increase in images framed to Frighten, reaching 47.4 percent. 

This spike represents an outlier, at best an anomaly, when compared to the overwhelming 

lower percentage of violent images in the 11 issues prior. In this November issue, the 

group announced the executions of Chinese and Norwegian hostages and touted 

information rejoicing terrorist attacks. It also focused on the attacks in Paris. Such violent 

acts were framed as retaliation against hostile polices of enemies. 
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Overall, the relatively low percentage of violent pictures noted over time arguably 

may have been released at a strategically low volume that is enough to provoke the public 

and to create a high degree of media attention. In the analysis here, Dabiq presented 

enough brutality to keep traditional media captivated. Perhaps they calculated that 

offering more violent imagery in every issue would desensitize both the media and the 

public (See Cline et al., 1973).  

Creating fear is a main goal of any terrorist organization.  It also makes the 

organization appear much larger than it actually is, which in turn helps in both new 

recruitments and in deterring potential enemies.  But the analysis here shows that the IS 

group focused primarily on visuals emphasizing its attractiveness and legitimacy. And 

this is captured in many Dabiq pictures that focused on territorial conquests, and 

supportive and brotherhood type visuals. Images that Inform (54 percent), images of 

Unite (16.1 percent) and images of Support (10.4 percent), represent 80.5 percent of all of 

the images analyzed. 

The last research question referred to the ideological level and examined the core 

messages depicted in Dabiq. The analysis further provided insight into the organization’s 

claim to religious authority on the basis of Political/Religious power narratives. 

Examples of political images included photos of the group’s Golden Dinar and slogans 

promoting the power and the creation of the ‘Caliphate’. Examples of religious images 

included photos of members of the IS group fighting to defend Islam and issues related to 

duty and jihad. Social images included photos depicting brotherhood, prosperity and an 

ideal life and images showing growth and progress in the ‘Caliphate’. As illustrated in 

graph 3, the visual analysis reveals that 86 percent of its framing messages are based on 
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power – Political (260 images) and Religious (195 images) – as opposed to Social ones 

representing quality of life (73 images). Almost 9 in 10 pictures focused on the rise of 

political power of the ‘Caliphate’ and religious issues, therefore promoting the creation of 

a new homeland for Muslims. Contrary to expectations, data showed the social narrative 

was the least used overall. 

Graph 3. Frequency and percentages of core messages represented in images of Dabiq magazine 
from July 2014 to November 2015 (N=528). 

 

 

Discussion 

Given the geopolitical and global impact the group has achieved, and drawing from 

research that suggests almost 90 percent of its media output has been pictorial, the visual 

narratives of the organization presented here need to be taken seriously. Results of this 

study reaffirm the conclusion of current literature that Dabiq appeals to its readers via a 

potent ‘competitive system of meaning’ that is designed to shape their perception of the 

world and polarize their support (See Ingram, 2016; 2017). 
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First, the images produced by the IS group follow a narrative central to the 

organization’s strategic communications: being a so-called ‘Idealistic Caliphate’.  For 

example, Dabiq often published images of nature within its territory to show a pristine, 

and attractive ‘Caliphate’. Further, the image below projects the sense of belonging and 

contentment that living in the ‘Caliphate’ brings. Come live with us, it communicates, 

and you will experience Utopia on earth. It is comparable to the ruggedly handsome, 

rosy-cheeked peasants of the Russian and Chinese collective farms of the 1950s, exalting 

the joys of living under Communism.  Such warm images, as Farewell (2014) points out, 

aim to communicate the group’s commitment to promote the welfare of people.                                 

Figure 9. Image from Dabiq magazine showing camaraderie and brotherhood. 
 

 

Second, Dabiq, through its pictures, was more than a recruitment tool. Instead, it 

is what Gambhir (2014) refers to as a ‘comprehensive form of literary outreach.’ (p.10). 
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This is clear because the vast majority of what the IS group produced was released in 

Arabic, and only a small proportion was translated into other languages. Meanwhile, the 

transnational English-language magazine Dabiq served other purposes. It provided strong 

narratives that were disseminated within and outside of the ‘Caliphate’ to promote the 

group. Further, it made the international community aware of an aspiring new state: 

powerful and confident, based on a foundation of its interpretation of Muslim societal 

norms. It gave readers the impression that the ‘Caliphate’ developed an efficient 

administration and was ready to join the world as a rule-based, righteous and responsible 

nation. These findings align with the work of Byman (2015), who recognizes terrorists’ 

outreaching rhetoric and argued that the IS group’s claim to statehood might have 

acquired some legitimacy:  

Terrorist groups have a long history of overreaching in their rhetoric, but the 

Islamic State’s claim to statehood is not far-fetched. It rules over vast swaths of 

territory—at its peak roughly the size of Great Britain – and controls the fate of 

around six million people. Militarily, the Islamic State has an army, complete 

with tanks and other heavy weaponry, and its style of fighting is often highly 

conventional—just like most states. 

 
Third, the brutality that was so quickly jumped on by the mainstream media, 

pundits and politicians, was slightly more than one-tenth of the images portrayed. This 

low percentage resonates with recent studies that highlight the role of Western media in 

shaping our perceptions regarding the group’s brutality. Friis (2015) explains that the 

instant and widespread circulation of the group’s violent acts (i.e. video of beheadings) 

made the IS group exceedingly visible to the general public. That is, the way in which the 

conflict was emphasized through violent scenes served to promote the overall 
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interpretative frame within which the terrorist group was understood. It was almost as if 

the pictures glorifying brutality were there to throw us off the trail, and to let the much 

larger utopian narrative directed at the disaffected Muslims in the West get through. Like 

a coded message, the siren song "Join us in Utopia!" - a dominant unrealistic narrative 

that also has been noted by Winter (2015) – is hidden in plain sight from those who are 

blinded by the images of savagery. Thus, many in the West are bewildered at how such a 

barbaric and backward-facing movement can somehow survive in this modern world and 

assume that it will eventually succumb to reason and force.  But at the same time, the 

message of living in a welcoming, nurturing, rule-based society has reached some young 

people facing empty futures as unwelcome outsiders in an individualistic, materialist-

driven culture. 

As such, it is important to acknowledge that the data here offer a strategic 

clue.  Almost 90 percent of the visual messages analyzed projected power – political and 

religious – as opposed to social values. While Christian-based societies should protect 

themselves from radical political Islam emanating from the Middle East and the current 

threat of the IS group, it should be recalled that for centuries, Christianity was mainly a 

religion of Middle Easterners, who then converted Europeans. In that instance, the 

process was also driven by the promise of a better life.  Perhaps it is time for the policy-

makers to consider transcending political/religious power narratives that the IS group has 

been using as bait. Instead, they would do well to re-examine the underlying issues of 

social harmony and address the integration and racial narratives that the IS group has 

been exploiting.  

Turning again to the findings illustrated here, the aftermath of the Paris attacks  
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and the way the IS group ramped up its visual propaganda over time signals a bold move 

by the group toward a global strategy that calls for rethinking the relationship between 

the Arab-Islamic World and the West. It is clear that there is an urgent need to create 

alternative strategic communication paths to foster inter-faith dialogue and build 

intercultural understanding. The terrorism that the group continues to trigger is an 

irrational fear of a symptom stemming from this fundamental issue.  

However different the Arab-Islamic and the Western cultures may seem, down 

deep all of us humans – while complex and diverse – are the same.  As Said (2001) 

explains, trying to divide Islam and the West with barriers is futile. Instead, Said writes 

‘it is better to think in terms of powerful and powerless communities, the secular politics 

of reason and ignorance, and universal principles of justice and injustice, than to wander 

off in search of vast abstractions that may give momentary satisfaction but little self-

knowledge or informed analysis’.  These divides reinforce defensive self-pride and do 

little to provide critical understanding of our interdependence (Said, 2001). Indeed, 

borders are only imaginary lines on a map.   Our ability to defeat the IS group lies not 

with military force, but with creating a comprehensive communication and counter-

narratives campaign to deter support for terrorism (See Braddock and Horgan, 2016). The 

IS group uses a potent visual communication strategy to promote and convey positive 

ideology, values and justifications, thereby increasing the likelihood to support or join the 

ranks of the IS group. Therefore, to mitigate the group’s strategic narrative, analysts and 

practitioners need to create persuasive and effective communication narratives that 

expose the group’s false visual messages of an idealistic ‘Caliphate’ – narratives that 
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emphasize work towards a more egalitarian world order, promoting better global and 

national laws that can serve all peoples without discrimination. 

 
Limitations and Future Research 

At the heart of this work lies the intention to analyze the visual framing in the  

transnational magazine Dabiq and to determine its dominant narratives. However, this 

work is not without limitations. It focuses on a specific English-language magazine, 

though an important official first one in a chain of other mediated content through which 

the IS group visually communicated its strategic narratives to the world. Future studies 

investigating content in the context of global terrorism are needed. For example, 

systematically examining the group’s daily videos that are widely disseminated online 

might be a fruitful area to investigate. In addition to the content analytic work, the current 

body of research lacks studies pursuing other research methods, such as surveys or 

qualitative interviews.    

Concluding Remarks 

In closing, framing analysis emerges as an important resource not only for analyzing 

visuals produced by mainstream media, but also for other visual information made 

available in terrorism media – a type of media that evolved to transcend national and 

regional boundaries. Quantitative visual analyses have largely been silent on content 

produced by terrorist organizations. As demonstrated here, operationalizing new pictorial 

categories examines alternative visual information quantitatively and views visual 

analysis as a more dynamic and fluid empirical construct than previous visual framing 

literature. 

It is hoped that this study’s findings, and its operationalizations, would be one 
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step to enhance the current scholarship on visual communication, specifically within the 

context of international terrorism. By incorporating ways to operationalize and analyze 

visual content with specific emphasis on themes (war, brutality, mercy, victimhood, 

belonging or utopianism); objectives (to inform, frighten, unite or solicit support from the 

viewers); and core messages (political, religious or social), this work hopes to generate 

future hypotheses to examine how visuals are used to endorse ideological narratives. 

Moreover, results of the current work hopefully would encourage future researchers to 

assess and evaluate the impact, use and influences of such visuals on integration and 

immigration issues affecting our global societies today.   
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NOTES 

1 A photo in a similar blog shows the media center in Raqqa, which distributed the 
following material: visual productions; audio files; Quran and Anasheed (chants with-out 
music in Arabic); visuals and designs; Islamic advocacy brochures; and Islamic CDs.  
2 The content that the IS group produces is almost entirely in Arabic — with only 6.5 
percent in English (See Zwelin, 2015). 
3 If a group of children was depicted, the image was coded as primarily focused on 
children (regardless of the quantities or proportions between minors and adults). 
4 In the Unidentified or neutral category, individuals were not shown, portrayed as 
neutral or their affiliation could not be identified — mainly as mentioned earlier because 
the images do not include captions. 

 


